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Adviser and SEC Settle Custody Charges Over 
Dual Employee Arrangement
Advisory firms that share employees with third parties need to be certain that the 
practical realities of these arrangements do not create Custody Rule violations and/or 
conflicts of interest. One adviser recently found out the hard way what happens when 
the SEC raises questions.

Wisconsin-based advisory firm Financial Fiduciaries and its founder, Thomas 
Batterman, on March 5 settled8 charges with the agency that the firm violated 
Rule 206(4)-2, the Custody Rule, and engaged in conflicts of interest. Both of these  
allegations revolved around an employee jointly compensated by the adviser’s sole 
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SEC Moving Forward on Exchange-Traded Funds Rule
The SEC under chairman Jay Clayton has a relatively short list of regulatory priori-
ties for 2018, and one that appears to be on the high-priority track is proposing an 
Exchange-Traded Funds Rule. Division of Investment Management director Dalia 
Blass, who spoke on the need for such a rule at a recent conference, is clearly an ad-
vocate of getting such a rule adopted.

“Here is where we stand today: We have an over $3.5 trillion market operating  
under more than 300 individually issued exemptive orders,” she said March 19 in 
her keynote address8 at the Investment Company Institute’s 2018 Mutual Funds 

continued on page 2

DOL Fiduciary Rule Tossed Out by Appellate Court
Things are beginning to look pretty gloomy for the Department of Labor’s Fiduciary 
Rule. A U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit three-judge panel this month struck 
down the entire Rule, describing it as “backdoor regulation.” With the SEC now work-
ing on its own fiduciary regulations that may prove dominant in this area, the DOL is 
now faced with the question of whether the appellate court ruling is worth appealing. 

In a 46-page ruling8, the appellate panel decided, 2 to 1, to vacate the long-conten-
tious DOL Fiduciary Rule, which went into effect in June 2017, but important parts 

“The opinion was sharply worded and held that the DOL exceeded 
its authority.” 

March 26, 2018

https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/speech-blass-2018-03-19
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2018/ia-4863.pdf
http://www.ca5.uscourts.gov/opinions/pub/17/17-10238-CV0.pdf
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of which the Department has chosen not to enforce  
until July 2019. The Rule extends fiduciary obligations 
to broker-dealers and other financial institutions that 
work with clients on ERISA-based retirement plans.

In its March 15 ruling, the 5th Circuit panel said that 
the DOL found “in a long-extant statute an unheralded 
power to regulate a significant portion of the American 
economy,” and that “although lacking direct regulato-
ry authority over IRA ‘fiduciaries,’ DOL impermissibly 
bootstrapped what should have been safe harbor crite-
ria into ‘backdoor regulation.’”

“The stakes were high in the 5th Circuit decision  
because many felt that was the decision most likely to 
strike the rule down, and it did,” said Stradley Ronon 
partner George Michael Gerstein. “The opinion was 
sharply worded and held that the DOL exceeded its au-
thority when it promulgated the 2016 Fiduciary Rule. 
The appellate court thinks the SEC is the federal agency 
with appropriate jurisdiction to govern broker-dealer 
activities and when those activities go beyond tradi-
tional broker-dealer functions. The court also accused 
the DOL of effectively re-writing ERISA, when that is 
Congress’ prerogative.”

The Department now has three options:

1. Request that the full 5th Circuit Court of Appeals con-
duct an en banc review of the ruling by its panel;

2. Appeal the panel ruling directly to the Supreme 
Court, which might take up the case since another 
appellate circuit has ruled in favor of the DOL Rule, 
although on narrower grounds; or

3. Accept the 5th Circuit panel ruling.

The last option is not an unlikely as it may sound at first. 
Secretary of Labor Alexander Acosta and SEC chair-
man Jay Clayton have reportedly been in communica-
tion about a fiduciary rule, stating that they want the 
SEC and the DOL to cooperate in resolving the situation 
(ACA Insight, 10/2/178). 

In addition, noted Georgetown University School of 

Law professor Donald Langevoort, “Obviously, the 
[Trump] Administration is not enthusiastic about the 
Fiduciary Rule, and can choose not to seek review of 
the ruling.” University of North Carolina School of Law 
professor Thomas Lee Hazen suggested that, since the 
Department is not currently enforcing the Rule, “it is 
possible the rule will be rescinded by the DOL, making 
the issue moot.”

“The big wildcard is whether the 5th Circuit decision  
will galvanize some states that have so far taken a wait-
and-see approach with respect to imposing their own 
investment advice rules, as already happened over 
the past year in Nevada, New York, Connecticut, New 
Jersey, and, potentially, Maryland and Illinois,” said 
Gerstein.

What should advisory firms and broker-dealers do in 
the wake of the ruling? “It’s too soon to make any dras-
tic changes to address the DOL Fiduciary Rule at this 
point,” Gerstein said. The wisest course, he said, might 
be for firms to continue with the practices already in 
place, while waiting to see both how any DOL appeals 
play out and, perhaps more importantly, what the SEC 
does.

The appeal and the ruling
The 5th Circuit panel ruled on an appeal brought by 
a wide variety of organizations, including the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce, the Securities Industry and 
Financial Markets Association, the Financial Services 
Institute and several insurance organizations. They 
originally challenged the DOL Fiduciary Rule in U.S. 
District Court for the Northern District of Texas in April 
2016 on multiple grounds, including that the Rule was 
inconsistent with the governing statutes, and that the 
DOL was going beyond its authority in its effort to regu-
late services and providers. The district court rejected 
all of their challenges.

In its ruling on appeal, however, the 5th Circuit panel said 
it found “merit in several of these objections,” noting 
that the Rule “fundamentally transforms over 50 years 
of settled and hitherto legal practices in a large swath of 
the financial services and insurance industries.”

“The principal question,” the panel said, “is whether 

DOL Fiduciary Rule
continued from page 1

http://www.acainsight.com/issues/1_598/news/SEC-DOL-Standards-of-Conduct_23976-1.html
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the new definition of an investment advice fiduciary 
comports with ERISA Titles I and II.” Alternatively, it 
said, the new definition would need to be deemed as 
“reasonable” under a 1984 ruling in Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 
v. NRDC, and not be in violation of the Administrative 
Procedures Act (APA).

Beyond that, the appellate panel said, are the ques-
tions of whether the Rule’s Business Interest Contract 
Exemption, including its impact on fixed indexed an-
nuities, “asserts affirmative regulatory power inconsis-
tent with the bifurcated structure of Titles I and II and is  
invalid under the APA.”

“DOL has made no secret of its intent to transform the 
trillion-dollar market for IRA investments, annuities and 
insurance products, and to regulate in a new way the 
thousands of people and organizations working in that 
market,” the appellate panel said. “Large portions of the 
financial services and insurance industries have been 
‘woke’ by the Fiduciary Rule and BIC Exemption.”

“Expanding the scope of DOL regulation in vast and 
novel ways is valid only if it is authorized by ERISA Titles 
I and II,” the panel continued. “A regulator’s authority is 
constrained by the authority that Congress delegated 
it by statute. Where the text and structure of a statute 
unambiguously foreclose an agency’s statutory inter-
pretation, the intent of Congress is clear, and ‘that is the 
end of the matter; for the court, as well as the agency, 
must give effect to the unambiguously expressed con-
tent of Congress,’” it said, quoting from the Chevron 
decision. d

SEC Moving Forward
continued from page 1

and Investment Management Conference, where she  
addressed a number of topics. “It is not ideal for such 
an important segment of the asset management market 
to operate under so many individual exemptive orders.” 
Exchange-traded funds are traded on national market 
exchanges, much like individual securities.

“I am sure I will surprise no one by saying that, with 
all of this in mind, delivering a recommendation to the 
Commission for a rule is a high priority for the Division, 

and our ETF team is hard at work,” Blass said. “ETFs 
happen to be one of my favorite subjects.”

Among the other topics addressed by Blass were fund 
board responsibilities, and developments affecting  
index providers (see below).

ETF regulation now and ahead
The purpose of an Exchange-Traded Funds Rule,  
according to the SEC’s most recent Agency Rule List8, 
published this past December, would be “to allow cer-
tain exchange-traded funds to operate without first  
obtaining exemptive orders from the Commission.” 
The list has a notice of proposed rulemaking in this area  
occurring in October 2018. 

The agency tightened the number of proposed and final 
rulemaking efforts on the current list to 26 items, down 
from 33 listed the previous Spring, and even further 
down from the 62 items listed in the second half of 2016 
(ACA Insight, 1/1/188). The items listed, Clayton said 
in a November 2017 speech, would have a “reasonable 
chance” of being completed during 2018.

That said, it would not be surprising to see an October 
2018 target date slip into at least early 2019. Whether 
it does or not, though, it is clear the SEC considers an 
Exchange-Traded Funds Rule to be a priority.

This would not be the first effort at passage of a rule 
governing exchange-traded funds. A previous pro-
posed rule was adopted by the Commission in March 
2008, but was never adopted. “I was the staff attorney 
on the ETF proposal back in 2008,” said Blass. “I felt at 
the time that an opportunity was missed. The subse-
quent decade has only underscored how unfortunate 
that was.”

Under the current state of affairs, ETFs are regulated 
through the use of exemptive orders. “Although exemp-
tive orders are great for flexibility, they have drawbacks 
too,” Blass said. “There is the obvious expense to new 
entrants of obtaining orders. There are also less obvi-
ous costs. These include differences in the playing field, 
as well as uncertainty that results from lengthy orders 
and variable wording.”

https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaMain?operation=OPERATION_GET_AGENCY_RULE_LIST&currentPub=true&agencyCd=3235&Image58.x=58&Image58.y=
http://www.acainsight.com/issues/1_609/news/2018-Advisers_24024-1.html
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“I think the Rule will be well-received by the industry. 
It’s been a long time coming,” said Chapman and Cutler 
partner Barry Pershkow. The current system with indi-
vidual exemptive orders has resulted in “unevenness, 
an uneven playing field,” as the orders are sometimes 
different from one another.

“As I understand it, the SEC has decided that the Rule 
will be plain vanilla,” said Willkie Farr partner and for-
mer SEC Division of Investment Management direc-
tor Barry Barbash. “Plain vanilla,” he said, means that 
“those ETFs that do not raise any novel issues will be 
allowed under the Rule to become operational without 
obtaining an individual exemption from provisions of 
the Investment Company Act. That is, the Rule will cover 
only the more traditionally organized ETFs.”

A side benefit of the Rule will be that agency staff time 
will be freed up, Barbash said, as individual exemptive 
orders will no longer be needed for a significant portion 
of the ETF business participants.

Pershkow suggested that the proposed rule may be 
“broader than plain vanilla,” in that it will take in a wider 
swath of ETFs, although he agreed not ETFs that are  
extremely novel. “It will be more like an E-Z pass,” he 
said. “Instead of having to go through the pay line, you 
will now be able to go through the E-Z pass lane, which 
will be faster.” Funds will still have to file an annual reg-
istration statement, he said.

What is likely to happen to the ETFs currently covered 
by the more than 300 individual exemptive orders? One 
of two things, said Pershkow. They will either be given 
a choice of falling under the new Rule or relying on their 
individual exemption, or all individual exemptions will 
simply be cancelled and those that relied on them will 
fit within the new Rule. The latter case is more likely, he 
said, as the former might still leave a situation where 
not all ETFs are governed the same.

The meaning of ETF
Blass also raised concerns about how the meaning of 
the acronym “ETF” is becoming somewhat muddied. 

“In the early days, the term ‘ETF’ meant something fair-
ly specific,” she said. “Today, however, the term is used 

to describe investment companies with a wide range of 
strategies, as well as a number of products that are not 
investment companies or even funds.” While some of 
this may be the result of news reporting or the “conve-
nience of shorthand,” Blass said, “but I think the nam-
ing and marketing of these vehicles has also sometimes 
failed to draw distinctions.” She said she is concerned 
that, “as the term has stretched, investors have had to 
work harder and harder to identify important differenc-
es in risk.”

“Are the differences in risks, investment strategies and 
investor protections among ETFs, commodity pools 
and exchange-traded notes (ETNs) clear when the 
term ‘ETF’ is often used for all three?” she asked. “Do  
people assume, when they see ‘ETF,’ that they are 
looking at a 1940 Act fund? Should we be consider-
ing different approaches to [exchange-traded product] 
nomenclature?”

Fund boards
Blass also spoke about what the Division has learned 
through its outreach initiative to fund boards. Division 
staff have met with fund boards and groups of indepen-
dent directors over the past few months, she said. 

One of the biggest items that Blass said “directors  
almost uniformly stressed” was “the importance of  
respecting the line between oversight and manage-
ment,” something that she said “comes up most  
often when we discuss valuation and review of affili-
ated transactions. Directors acknowledge that boards 
can play an important role in these areas because of the 
significant conflicts present. However, there is a differ-
ence between overseeing the work of experts and being 
asked to serve as experts.”

As a result, she said, “we have prioritized these areas for 
consideration. Commission staff has started work on 
options for updating our valuation guidance to reflect 
evolution in the markets and the standards for account-
ing, auditing and reporting. We are in the early stages, 
but we are hopeful that we can develop recommen-
dations to assist boards in performing their valuation  
duties under the Act in a way that recognizes this evolu-
tion and better serves investors.”
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As for affiliated transactions, Blass said, the Division’s 
work is both retrospective and prospective. “While 
we have compiled a list of current responsibilities that  
potentially blur the line between oversight and manage-
ment, we want to endeavor not to add such responsibili-
ties in future policy decisions.”

In addition to directors’ concerns about the difference 
between oversight and management, they also empha-
sized “the importance of items that shareholders would 
want to know about if they were in the board meetings – 
items like fees and expenses, investment performance, 
the rigor behind the investment process and the quality 
of services provided to the fund,” she said.

Index providers
Blass described index funds as having “evolved signif-
icantly,” as ETFs have, since they first began. “At the 
start, most of the indexes were broad and relatively well 
understood – the S&P 500 is a classic example.” Today, 
however, she said that there are funds tracking indexes 
in a “huge number of varieties. Some indexes focus 
on narrower strategies. Others use alternative weight-
ing methods, like those for ‘smart beta’ funds. In some 
cases, funds track custom indexes or indexes from an 
affiliated provider.”

This evolution raises questions, she said. “As market 
practices around indexes change, . . . should we revis-
it the status of certain index providers as investment 
advisers?”

The questions raised about index providers by Blass are 
“on a more granular and unexpected level” than have 
beeen typically discussed before, said Stradley Ronon 
partner Lawrence Stadulis, but are worth considering 
given the evolution of index funds.

Blass said that while she understands that the questions 
of whether an index provider is an investment adviser 
or a fund adviser “might appear to be settled” and that 
index providers have historically relied on the Advisers 
Act’s publisher’s exclusion from the definition of an 
adviser, “recent developments appear to have moved 
certain index providers away from what we might think 
of as publishers.”

“What should we make of an index that the provider 
maintains for only one single fund?” she asked. “What 
if the provider takes significant input from the fund’s 
sponsor or board regarding the creation, composi-
tion or rebalancing of that index? Should affiliations  
between the index provider and the sponsor affect the 
conclusion?”

“I do not mean to suggest that we should revisit this 
analysis with respect to broad-based indexes that are 
widely used,” she said. 

“Clearly, this is a facts and circumstances analysis with-
out a bright line,” Blass said, but cautioned “against  
assuming that the status of a provider can be deter-
mined based simply on its characterization as an index 
provider. We are not making that assumption.” She then 
urged the “practitioners in the audience” to “refresh 
your analysis if you are looking at a bespoke or narrowly 
focused plan.” d

Adviser and SEC Settle
continued from page 1

member, a company called WTC that manages the  
adviser’s payroll, and a Colorado-based third-party 
trust company that served as a trustee for certain of 
Financial Fiduciaries’ clients’ trusts. 

“From early 2012 to mid-2015, Financial Fiduciaries . . . 
failed to disclose to certain of its clients financial con-
flicts of interest created by [its] arrangement with [the] 
third party trust company,” the SEC said in its admin-
istrative order instituting the settlement. “Because of 
these arrangements and the fact that an employee of 
Financial Fiduciaries’ parent company handled funds 
of [the advisory firm’s] clients, from early 2012 to mid-
2014, Financial Fiduciaries had custody over some of its 
clients’ assets while failing to implement sufficient con-
trols designed to protect those client assets from loss or 
misappropriation.”

“It is very easy to get the application of the Custody 
Rule wrong and run afoul of the SEC,” said Faegre 
Baker Daniels partner Jeffrey Blumberg. “The SEC’s 
somewhat recent guidance8 about inadvertent custo-
dy (ACA Insight, 11/13/178) reinforces this priority and 

https://www.sec.gov/investment/im-guidance-2017-01.pdf
http://www.acainsight.com/issues/1_604/news/Custody_24001-1.html
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this settlement illustrates how a registered investment  
adviser can end up having custody without intending 
to.”

“Even though it appears that there was not client loss 
or harm, the SEC found that the adviser did not take  
required action to safeguard client assets over which it 
has control in violation of the Advisers Act,” said Tesser 
Ryan partner Gregory Ryan. 

“The settlement seems to serve as a reminder/warning 
to investment advisors that they must be aware of the 
authority of all direct and indirect persons, including 
persons who may be considered dual employees of the 
adviser and another entity,” he said. “The adviser must 
look not only at job titles and positions, but must scru-
tinize the authority and conduct of all persons who may 
have control over client assets.” 

“In particular, you should be careful when your employ-
ees wear more than one hat,” said Shearman & Sterling 
partner Jay Baris. He also noted that the Custody Rule 
has some “pitfalls that may not be readily apparent.” 
For example, he said, an adviser is deemed to have cus-
tody of client assets when it has the power to access an 
account.

In a statement, Financial Fiduciaries said that the “the 
matter did not in any way involve Financial Fiduciaries’ 
two main lines of business – private wealth manage-
ment and financial planning for individuals and surplus 
management for insurance companies. There was no 
finding of any impropriety with the firm’s client assets 
or discretionary accounts or even that any such assets 
were not fully accounted for.” 

The arrangement
WTC in December 2011 and Investors Independent 
Trust Company (IITC) entered into an agreement under 
which IITC would hire Financial Fiduciaries to provide 
investment advisory services for the trust company’s 
clients in Wisconsin, according to the administrative  
order. Among other things, IITC agreed to:

• Act as a custodian for the trust assets of Financial 
Fiduciaries’ clients who used IITC as a trustee;

• Maintain a trust services office in WTC’s and Financial 
Fiduciaries’ offices in Wausau, Wisconsin;

• Be the exclusive provider of investment advisory ser-
vices for all IITC clients requiring such services;

• Have one WTC employee in Wausau serve as a “dual 
employee” of IITC and TWC;

• Pay WTC $2,000 per month as part of the dual  
employee’s compensation; 

• Pay WTC “variable monthly rent” – which the SEC 
said amounted to about $3,000 per month – for office 
space and other office support for the IITC Wisconsin 
office equal to 50 percent of the total monthly  
administrative, custody and base account fees (after 
reduction for expenses) earned by IITC from Financial 
Fiduciaries’ clients.

The dual employee and client funds
The dual employee, who the SEC did not name, served 
in that role from January 2012 through mid-June 2014, 
when she retired, according to the agency. She per-
formed primarily bookkeeping work for WTC. For IITC, 
she performed trust administrative services for the trust 
company’s Wausau clients. These duties included serv-
ing as the primary liaison with IITC, helping to set up 
new client accounts and updating account information, 
assisting with deposits and distributions of trust funds, 
distributing client correspondence, and court and tax 
return reporting.

“From early 2012 through mid-2014, the WTC ‘dual  
employee’ had direct access to and control over assets 
of Financial Fiduciaries’ trust clients by virtue of her also 
being an employee of IITC,” the SEC said. “Pursuant to 
a September 4, 2012 IITC corporate resolution, she was 
authorized to act on behalf of IITC, to include opening/
closing client accounts, purchasing and selling securi-
ties in the accounts, and transferring funds into and out 
of such accounts.

In addition, the agency said, the dual employee “had 
direct check writing authority over an IITC account at 
a local bank in Wausau. She received and deposited 
checks into the account from trust clients of Financial 
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Fiduciaries, and wrote checks out of the account to 
trust beneficiaries.” The dual employee, the SEC said,  
“reported to Batterman, who knew of and approved . . . 
the arrangement.”

Custody Rule requirements and violations
Rule 206(4)-2 requires that advisers with custody of cli-
ent assets put a set of procedural safeguards in place 
to prevent loss, misuse or misappropriation. Direct or 
indirect possession of client funds or securities, or any 
authority to obtain possession of those assets, counts 
as custody. An adviser also has custody if a related per-
son has possession of client funds or securities or has 
the authority to obtain possession of them. 

Under the Rule, an investment adviser who has such 
custody must ensure that the assets are maintained by 
a qualified custodian, meaning entities such as a feder-
ally ensured bank or savings association, a registered 
broker-dealer, a registered futures commission mer-
chant, or a foreign financial institution. The adviser 
must ensure that a qualified custodian maintains the 
client funds in a separate account for each client under 
the client’s name or in accounts that contain only the 
clients’ funds and securities under the adviser’s name; 
notify each client in writing of the qualified custodian’s 

name, address and how the funds are maintained; have 
a reasonable basis for believing that the qualified cus-
todian sends account statements to each client at least 
quarterly, and have an independent public accountant 
perform a surprise examination of the clients’ funds and 
securities at least once each year.

What the SEC alleged is that Financial Fiduciaries stated 
in its Form ADV in 2012, 2013 and 2014 that it did not 
have custody of client assets, when it actually did have 
custody from 2012 through mid-June 2014, the agency 
said. “The ‘dual employee’ of WTC and IITC had direct 
access to certain Financial Fiduciaries’ clients’ trust  
assets as an authorized signatory on an IITC local bank 
account in Wausau,” the agency said. “She received 
and deposited checks into the account from trust clients 
of Financial Fiduciaries, and wrote checks out of the  
account to trust beneficiaries.”

Further, according to the administrative order, the advi-
sory firm failed to take a number of actions, including:

• Notify clients that it maintained custody of client 
assets;

• Maintain client funds in a separate account for 
each client under that client’s name, or in accounts 
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that contain only the client’s funds under Financial 
Fiduciaries’ name as the agent or trustee for the cli-
ent; or

• Have an independent public accountant perform a 
surprise exam of the client’s trust assets over which 
the advisory firm had access.

Conflict of interest and fiduciary breach
Financial Fiduciaries did not disclose, prior to August 
2015, on its Forms ADV or otherwise to clients “the 
material conflicts of interest that existed as a result of 
the fee and employment arrangements between WTC 
and IITC,” the SEC said. Batterman, the agency said, 
“had ultimate authority” over the content of Financial 
Fiduciaries’ Forms ADV.

Given the financial arrangements between the advisory 
firm and IITC, “Financial Fiduciaries had financial incen-
tives to recommend to clients that they designate IITC 
as a successor trustee for their trusts, leading to con-
flicts of interest,” the SEC said.

Violations and punishment
As part of the settlement, the agency alleged that 
Financial Fiduciaries willfully violated Section 206(2) 
of the Advisers Act, which prohibits fraud; Section 
206(4) and its Rule 206(4)-2, the Custody Rule; and 
Section 207, which prohibits the making of untrue state-
ments of material fact in any registration application or  
report filed with the Commission. The settlement stat-
ed that Batterman caused these alleged advisory firm 
violations.

Financial Fiduciaries was ordered to pay a civil money 
penalty of $40,000, while Batterman was ordered to pay 
a civil money penalty of $20,000. 

The SEC noted that this was not Batterman’s first brush 
with the Custody Rule, stating that in 1997, he settled 
a separate agency action “based primarily on custody 
violations and misrepresentations to clients regarding 
brokerage rates by an investment adviser formerly reg-
istered with the Commission.” d




